Swing Voters Count

"Keep your friends close; keep your enemies closer." – Sun Tzu
"He who knows only his own side of the case knows little of that." – John Stuart Mill

I have revised my own opinions on VietNam, Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and Libya. Although riddled with cancellation and bias, Youtube reveals much not in the corporate media. I eliminate advertisements with Youtube Premium for $16/month. See the Science Channels that I support. --Jon Claerbout

Below is addictive and not recommended for those with intense careers or children at home.

SVC Current News (reload SVC for update all) ....

Jan 1/05/2023 ....

News media: Russia vs US by Matt Taibbi (short)
Why corporate media hates the Twitter files (5:50) Matt Taibbi dug thru thousands of internal communications.
Twitter files: Kim Iverson interviews Matt Taibbi (25:37)
Media Silent as Twitter Files Expose Flagrant Misconduct in Govt. & Journalism (12:20). Glenn Greenwald
Tulsi versus Kamala Harris (short) Why didn’t the media tell us this?

Two young ladies analyze the decline of CNN and MSNBC and make recommendations (8:15). The Hill
Which political party exhibits meaningful, anti-establishment dissent? (9:55) Glenn Greenwald
Power versus Play, psychology by Jordan Peterson (short)
Jim Jordan for speaker of the house (short)
The search for Russian "bots" (9:55). (Hillary said there were many.)
The story of Maria Butina (Russian spy?) as told by Jon Claerbout (me)
Russia! Russia! Russia! (5:39). Tucker Carlson
Jimmy Dore on Force the Vote and the Squad's Fake Resistance (11:50)

Neuralink pixels in the brain (9:16) Amazing!
Chromosome machines in your body (6:20) Veritasium
Making molecular machines from RNA-DNA strands (11:45) For serious engineers

Jan 1/03/2023 ....
Five acres has 250,000 frozen bones emerging from permafrost sprayed with high-pressure water.
A goldmine of ice-age fossils (14:12). More. Trailer (2:05). Scroll down for slides or rent the movie.
Kim Iversen: Top 10 Mainstream Media LIES That Ended Up Being TRUE After All (10:18)

Was the Jan 6 committee constitutionally legal?  Hear from the lawsuit winner. (3:29)  Harmeet Dhillon

Like the Trump-Treason investigation, the Jan 6 committee was theatre to influence voters.

Long ago I learned this from constitutional lawyer Glenn Greenwald.

What is the RNC doing wrong? (10:47)  Harmeet Dhillon won a constitutional case against the Jan 6 committee

Vaxxing deaths or Covid deaths?  Meticulous article. Once I figure out which side it's on, I'll lean that way.

Cartel operations in Northern California (45:07)  $20 Billion!  You'll be shocked within 5-10 minutes.

Elon Musk asks why corporate journalism is defending the state instead of the people (4:05)  FOX

Living in a jetliner in the woods (11:39)

1890-1910's Wonderful Berlin in Color / 59 Impressive Rare Photos (11:00)  Fun!  I joined.

Curing Covid 19, a statistically significant hospital study (40:39)  IR radiation on the chest cavity

What a Stanford prof learned by being targeted & banned on Twitter (34:31).  He opposed school closures.

Spain fights deserification…successfully! (9:30)

Happy New Year! 2023 PREDICTIONS from "The Hill" (12:56)

The real Tony Heller, often banned, often impersonated at YouTube (12:32)

Hairless chimp (short)

The 2023 Pasadena Rose Parade (2:21:00)

Svante Pääbo. A Neanderthal Perspective on Human Origins. (52:57)

Origin of Life, Ancient DNA, Panspermia, and Aliens (2:40:18)

Dec 12/31/2022….

What are the risks of Human Extinction?  |  Sabina Hossenfelder, physicist (21:30)

Carl Deisseroth, single cell optogenetic behavior triggering, precision mental health (1:04:02)  I watched all.


Year-End Retrospective: The Prevailing Authoritarianism of Liberal and Media Elites (10:52)  GG  AAA+

Southwest Airlines biggest meltdown in aviation history (10:40)

Worldwide fuel shortages (11:27)

Runaway vehicle stopping lanes and guards. Many Countries. Many kinds. (10:00)

Ray Epps! Trial transcript.  I watched until (1:40:00)  Maybe he’s not guilty!

Now I must ask, “Why did FBI not cooperate with Congressional investigators? (3:35)"

Robt Gueveia:  How Twitter rigged the Covid debate (1:09:36)  Only skeptics need this much detail.

Partisan humor (1:40)  More (short)

Dec 12/28/2022….

Ending lockdowns in China is making riots that weaken the central government (1:02:21)

Government interaction with Twitter (short)
Twitter lab-leak debate (6:49)  Glenn Greenwald
Lab leak theory history | Jordan Peterson & Matt Ridley (8:28).  You’ll conclude it was Lab Leak.
Lab leak theory history | Jordan Peterson & Matt Ridley (1:52:35).  Skip the last 30 minutes.

Boy catches fish as big as himself (short)   Sweet.

Hunter’s laptop is a foreign intelligence operation? (Short)
Media Rewrites Ukraine’s Dark History | Glenn Greenwald (9:25)  Eastern Ukraine is Russian speaking.
Year-End Retrospective: The Prevailing Authoritarianism of Liberal and Media Elites (10:52)  GG  A++

Stanford embarrassed by its D.E.I.  Source off-line, but from an archive see the forbidden words.  Haha
Comedian ridicules Stanford University WOKE language. (23:14)  Jimmy Dore

PHYSICS:  Momentum of light THEORY (10:54)  PRACTICE  the optical tweezers (7:20)

Science writer Nick Lane: Origin of Life, Evolution, Aliens, Biology, and Consciousness | Lex (3:43:01).  LISTEN AGAIN.

Dec 12/25/2022….
I’ll link you to our shadow-banned Russian propaganda site, RT
Jordan Peterson, is he a Jew, a Muslim, or a Christian, Catholic or Protestant? (short)
Jordan Peterson. “you are a mean mad white man”. (Short)
Jordan Peterson’s self-authoring program gives you power (9:50)
Let us recognize virtue signaling as shallow (short)  JP
FBI’s exposed partnership with big tech is dangerous (10:24)  Glenn Greenwald
Lee Fang:  Twitter files reveal Pentagon PsyOps (7:34)  Pentagon brainwashing our populace.
None of the UK cardiologists are getting any more Covid jabs (article)  If true, it’s news you can use!
Neuralink’s spinal implant stimulates movement in a pig (6:59)  This is another Elon Musk company.
Did the CIA assassinate President Kennedy?  Maybe not. (13:28)  The Hill, Rising
Who killed President Kennedy by Ron Unz part II (long article)
Virtue Signaling for the planet (short)
University science education is dying (article)  The WOKE cannot bear reality.  HotAir.com

The collapsed San Bernardino, CA (long)   In my lifetime, a California workers’ paradise turned into shit.
“Libs of TikTok” operator to be revealed (2:59)
Israel’s Netanyahu interviewed by Stanford’s Hoover Institution (1:14:05)  “How we survived”
In summary, “FBI runs Twitter”

Fake news and Polarization | Sabina Hossenfelder (physicist) surveys the literature (19:02)
NY Post reporter on Twitter files & FBI suppression of the Hunter Biden laptop (10:04)  Glenn Greenwald
Inside Twitter as seen by Elon Musk's Matt Taibbi (11:35)  In summary, “FBI runs Twitter”
FBI paid Twitter a $3.5M bribe to censor jokes (9:45)  The Hill Rising
Twitter drop #6, FBI management of Twitter (1:15:15)  Kim Iverson  (I didn’t watch it all, too long)
US military spending exceeds all the rest of the world (9:30)  Glenn Greenwald

Who killed JFK?  “Insider familiar with concealed documents says the CIA was involved” (16:43)  FOX
“Will the GOP try to defund the FBI?” (11:04)  FOX
Will the GOP be able to dig inside FBI-Facebook as they did with Twitter? (7:33)  FOX
Lie after lie after lie after lie, and people still believe the source (6:54)  FOX

Elon Musk and Lex Fridman:  Future trajectory of the human intellect (33:42)
Jon Claerbout predicts:  Twitter will host a debate on the origins of Covid.  Youtube has been unable to.

Elon Musk tells us how to reorganize education. (Short)  Let’s do it!

US military spending exceeds all the rest of the world (9:30)  Glenn Greenwald
What did our security state have to do with his murder?

Cheetah jumps into a safari vehicle (2:56)  Mother with her cubs.  Tense.  Beautiful.
Very short videos demonstrating ChatGPT artificial intelligence AI:

https://youtube.com/shorts/4begfs9AQY?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/xAP2nR8pYBc?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/kgmhl2AoGk?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/kpz6_VoNB4U?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/lS3guUD5mzY?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/1lL4RMqILVw?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/n0d6vG4g_7s?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/rJ-M8zu_uIA?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/Les1Z9fT9Y?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/_kWIVB0Q8Ws?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/oMI74SHvB6g?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/PxSqumJHJpw?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/G1dpPj6-ZjM?feature=share

Crash course on chatGPT for beginners (12:43)
ChatGPT3 discussion among experts (8:53)
Artificial Intelligence (AI) will be putting knowledge workers out of jobs in five years. Demos (12:43)

Dec 12/15/2022 …
Elon’s pronouns are “Prosecute Fauci”. What more does Elon know? See here. A+ Give Gouveia 2 minutes.

Politics of Science | Information Processing. Steve Hsu  Stanford is 1st DEI staff/student, 8th DEI/faculty
Gravity illusion (short)
Crypto vs government control (short)
What percentage of CDC employees are vaccinated? (Short)
Our complainers (short)
NetFlicks CEO reveals on NYT his opinion of Elon Musk (short)

WH/Congressional insider trading documented (10:48) 30 seconds gives you solid proof
The media describes the wrong killer. Then it never admits or apologizes. (10:10)  Glenn Greenwald keeps a secret here. At Rumble he asserts with 1-1/4 hours of examples to show, “The way to get ahead in the corporate media is to tell lies.” The paywall video you want is called, “Lying their way to the top.” Try this, wait 5 minutes.

3,000 people arrested for a social media posting (5:00) Konstantin Kisim in Britain
This Knot is a gamechanger (2:00)

Inside Twitter banning Trump | The Epoch Times (15:34) Give him up to 6 minutes.
Snowball earth (49:11) It’s an old documentary, much wrong, but the good part is before fossils 700M years ago.

3 hours with Steve Keen, mathematician: Borrower/lender & boom/bust instability (3:31:01) I will listen to it all.

Dec 12/13/2022 …
Twitter files: what you need to know | Matt Taibbi & Glenn Greenwald (6:55)
Twitter’s Shadow Banning by Robt Gouveia based on Bari Weiss on Elon (39:20) Clear explanations. A++
Jim Jordan warns of frightening 'disinformation operation' (4:07)
Ukraine news by the Estonian soldier (14:47)
The FBI must be held accountable for its social media censorship scandal (14:13) Steve Hilton at FOX Legacy media is collapsing. They deserve it. (5:58) Saagar Enjeti
President Kennedy’s assassination historic inside story concealed 60 years will come out on Thursday? (6:26) But not all!
FBI won’t release Seth Rich laptop because RUSSIA! (14:49) Jimmy Dore
Big Sun —> white dwarf —> neutron star —> black hole (13:38) Good quality explanation.
American historian Ron Unz revisits “The News of the 1990s” and finds many reasons to doubt (article)
Your physiology that your smart watch could measure (13:29) I wonder if I should buy one?
Starlink availability map — Elon Musk’s WiFi costs you $110/month Available at most RURAL locations!
Fears of a Mexican drug police officer | interviewer Lex Fridman (4 hours) Scary personal account. I slept some.
Twitter drops 4&5 by Robt Gouveia (1:44:59) I listened to it all. Maybe not worth all that time.

Ron Unz recommends these three links on the Ukraine war. Military strategists who are defeatists/peaceniks?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhA1yofpkMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvYCxK8THbg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKgddWP_59I

Dec 12/12/2022….
Corporate Journalists Demand: Leave Powerful FBI Lawyers and Corporate Execs Alone! (7:33) Glenn G
Why we don’t trust the mainstream media any longer, by journalist Matt Taibbi (5:25)
Who is this guy replacing Nancy Pelosi? (7:37) by Glenn Greenwald
Victor Bout, Russian arms dealer swapped for Griner, seen on bootlegged RT=”Russia Today” (5:09) !!!
Are Covid vaccinations safe? See Rassmumin poll of 1000 (article) compares Dems/Reps, Young/Old, Married?
How The Case Against Michael Sussmann Fell Apart Thanks to the FBI, with Robert Gouveia (12:05)
The case that upended America’s drug war (article) Propublica article
CDC’s Wallensky grilled in the Senate (6:50)
FBI agent who took down Silk Road (2:56:02). Interview by Lex Fridman. I listened to it all. A+
Plastic trumpet unboxing (9:10) Costs about $150. Not perfect, but it works!
Joe Rogan discusses the "Laptop From Hell" (2:17)
C SPAN: Trey Gowdy questions FBI Director Comey on Hillary Clinton Email (6:11) old but important
Elon Musk: “My pronouns are ‘prosecute Fauci’”

Dec 12/06/2022….

Red Bull biking in San Francisco (5:01)

Hear Joe Biden claim Hunter’s laptop is Russian disinformation (debating Trump before the election) (1:50)

Texas representative Jim Jordan will tackle the FBI (short)

Weather historian vs Climate Scientists (7:16) Tony Heller classic survey

The “education” profession is ruining our society says Jordan Peterson (short)

Apple vs Ron deSantis. (Short).

Trump’s vision (short)

The politicization of science (article)

Jack Dorsey of Twitter lied to Congress under oath (7:47)

SUBVERSIVE: A Lifetime of Noticing by Steve Sailer (1:23:13) Much Politically incorrect

When speaking the truth puts you under attack: Advice from Jordan Peterson (6:28)

Elon Musk revelation of “Twitter files” ignored by the major left media (5:35) FOX


Perlstein’s 4000 pages of US history 1960-80 reviewed in 9,900 words by Ron Unz. I read ~5000 words. A++

Proud Boys defense witness takes the 5th (17:06) The witness colluded with the FBI? Give it a few minutes.

Ivy league colleges have too much money. Should give free tuition (6:40) Saagar Enjeti Find other charities!

Why did the earth totally freeze for 100 million years? (49:50).

Why now is a good time for Ukraine ceasefire and talks (article at Naked Capitalism)

Tuba Skinny - Jubilee Stomp (3:46)

Dec 12/05/2022….

Computer engineering for babies (1:00) I purchased three copies for two nephews’ babies.

What do we learn from Homer Simpson? (Short) JP

POLARIZATION: Virtualization enables psychopathy. Twitter, Elon Musk, females, cancel culture (7:07) JP A+

Tulsi Gabbard: Sam Bankman-Fried is being taken care of by having the “right friends” (2:01)

NYT urges stop prosecuting Julian Assange (11:41). Wow!

Brain research revealed, Elon Musk’s recruitment video for his company Neurolink (10:19)

Hawaii Mauna Loa volcano eruption (2:20)

Joe Rogan baffled by Elon Musk (short)

Many highrise buildings demolished in China (short) Awesome.

“Will many people be murdered if Elon Musk opens Twitter?” (32:07) Glen Greenwald

Behind Closed-Door Testimony, Fauci Unable to Name Studies Showing Masks Work (14:25). Epoch Times.

GOP Warns BIDEN Officials: “We will COMPEL You!” (41:33)

Evidence that Joe Biden Ordered Trudeau To Crush the Trucker Protests (17:08)
How to think about Trump, DeSantis, and the Woke by Jordan Peterson (7:17)
Fiona Hill about Putin (and some Trump) (3:19:25)
Apple to take Twitter off its App Store? Elon fights back. GOP warns Apple. China (1:45:11) by Gouveia
NYT Claps and Laughs while Sam Bankman Fried admits "BAD MOUTH" (16:06) unlike Bernie Madoff.
Ted Cruz vs Biden on vaccine mandate (4:42) Forbes
Organ transplants in China (22:23) The Epoch Times
Twitter reveals it was censoring posts under the direction of the DNC (7:57) FOX
Why so many men are lost in life (9:18) Rights vs Responsibilities | Jordan Peterson
How cartels have successfully taken over northern California (45:07)
Electron microscope images (14:30)
Bret Weinstein: Truth, Science, and Censorship in the Time of a Pandemic (3:17:10) 3 minutes is enuf for me.

Nov 11/29/2022….
LEAKED: Pentagon Wants Ukraine Peace Deal NOW! (20:15)
Carjacking an armored truck. Surprise! (short)
Rocket landing (short)
Rerailing a derailed train (short)
Cruise ship vs Bridge (short)
Ship crashes into dock (short)
The most savage Donald Trump moment ever (short).
Klaus Schwab admires Chinese society (short)
Big Island volcano update (3:11) More (0:59)
Aerial view of Mauna Loa, first eruption in 4 years (0:58)
Ukraine: who will win, and when? (3:10)
Why single mothers vote for Biden (0:45)
Apple threatens to remove Twitter from its app store (5:44) A Monopoly abuse
Race Realism Research Continues—Despite the New Dark Age | Edward Dutton (article)
AP Caught Covering Up Massive Russia Reporting Failure | Saagar Enjeti (6:40)
How three billionaires pushed “critical race theory” into schools (19:07)
The turntable paradox | Steve Mold (9:11)

Nov 11/28/2022….
NYT admits that the Feds admit to having 8 agents in the Jan 6 riot (18:30)
Died Suddenly, an anti-Covid-vaccination movie, premiers. 7 million people watched it. (Rumble article)
Disney struggle with the Woke activists | Redacted (10:22) ESG scores, etc.
Why Finland joining NATO checkmates Russia (26:11) Logically presented. Preparing us for WWIIII.
Why does the universe look like this? (46:50) Laniakea, filaments of galactic clusters. CMB. Dark matter. A++
The disease that is killing 1.5 million people per year. Easy to fix! (14:59) Bjorn Lomborg

Putin shut this TV channel. Now it’s back up in Amsterdam (11:29)

That doesn’t mean Russians can see it.

Ukraine War big picture from Australia (5:46)

Warm shelters in Ukrainian towns (5:36)

Cozy with WiFi

I changed astronomy forever. He won a Nobel prize for it (16:17)

She worked in his lab and discovered Pulsars.

Senator Ron Johnson reveals Biden family corruption (11:25)

JWST’s plan to avoid micrometeorites (25:14)

Xenobots = biological robots | Lex Fridman interview (3:00:01)

I’m not finished watching this. It’s promising.

Democrats want government records of every check over $600 (18:36)

How braces move teeth (educational time lapse) (8:10)

Excellent explanation of orthodontia

Asian hoopoe bird (8:36)

Mitchell & Webb — Kill the Poor (2:40)

Cassowary (short)

---

Nov 11/25/2022….

All car manufacturers have left Russia (short)

Democrats lose top corrupt donor (short)

FBI stonewalling Congress (short)

Balaji Srinivasan: Fix Government, Twitter, Science, and FDA | Lex Fridman (7:47:51)

Polymath Sample

“Disappeared”: Chris Hedges on YouTube Deleting His 6-Year Archive of RT Shows (article)

Youtube is Evil

ADHD tide pool guy adventures: One (12:34) and Two (18:31) YBS Youngbloods

Michael Moore explains why the middle class love Donald Trump (4:35)

Michael Moore is a classic Democrat.

Weather Historian vs Climate Modelers (3:33)

A Tony Heller classic. Enjoy!

Santa Claus and his rocket sleigh (3:01)

Old engineer having fun.

Thanksgiving, by The United Spot (3:38)

Humor, not for Democrats

---

Nov 11/23/2022….

The calm before the storm in Ukraine (44:53)

Starts at (9:20). Claims 100,000 dead Ukrainians. 5-700K Russian soldiers are amassed and will sweep over Ukraine. HIMARS is operated by US contractors. -Doug MacGregor

Russian people are waking to reality (28 min) link will start at (8:16). I play at 150% speed.

Elon Musk, Kanye West, ADL, Intercept, American Pravda, Covid biowarfare, Nuclear war (Ron Unz article)

Stephen Kotkin on Xi’s China, Putin’s Russia (1:13:13)

Hoover Institution historian. Worthwhile!

Twitter provides facts not on Mainstream media (short)

What new Twitter does Elon Musk intend to build (short)

Elon Musk says he is not a businessman (short)

TWITTER: Elon Musk announces new changes (9:46)

How long would society last after a total grid wipeout? (14:57) A++
FTX Bankruptcy filing. The principal is not yet in jail because of his political connections (21:17).

More than 1,000 professors sign on to ‘Stanford Academic Freedom Declaration’

Senator Ted Cruz shreds Garland (9:36)

Elon Musk: "I dare Russia to shoot down SpaceX Satellites!" (9:50)

Seizing Control Of Public Policy -- Tony Heller (5:38)   Includes much of the famous Eisenhower speech.

The world's toughest prisons (12:09)

Global warming causes extreme cold (2:12)   This could make you smile. Enjoy!

Skinny Tuba, Royal Street, New Orleans (3:35)

The United Spot (8:24)  Sunday night laugh factory (28:46)  Not for Democrats

Nov 11/18/2022….  
FTX Democratic slush fund revealed with $$ hundreds of millions STOLEN. (35:17) 
   Juicy story involves two Stanford profs, Goldman-Sax, Ukraine

FBI inside on Jan 6? Congressional testimony (1:15)  The non-cooperation of the FBI forecasts a coming battle.

FBI director skips out of Senate Judiciary committee testimony before the election (6:08)

NYT reports FBI had 8 agents in Proud Boys on Jan 6 (short)  Revealed AFTER the elections!

Wisconsin senator confronts FBI director (7:20)  Multiple issues & Hunter Biden laptop

FBI had informants inside Proud Boys NYT finally admits (35:04)  So why didn't the FBI shut down Jan 6?

GOP launches Biden crime family investigation (31:31)  Lawyerly presentation by Robert Gouveia Esq.

Congressman Chip Roy excoriates congress (15:44)  Senior committees don’t allow floor amendments.

Did the FBI instruct Facebook to suppress Hunter laptop story? (18:16)  Court papers explained. Instructional!


FTX CEO shakes nervously when asked about his political contributions (short)

FTX crypto collapse (4:43). Tulsi Gabbard

FTX collapse -- according to Jimmy Dore, comedian (16:25)

FTX collapse | Cold Fusion TV (29:40). $115 billion dollars

FTX, why was it successful? Just the beginning. (29:58)

Shoplifting costs Target $600 million this year (article)

A dozen Palo Alto home burglaries (2:55)

Surgeon general of Florida interviewed by Kim Iverson (26:53)  Schools were not closed in Florida.

Donald Trump announces he will run for US presidency (5:33)

Dave Chapelle (a comedian) on why Donald Trump is so loved in Ohio (short)

Myocarditis cases up by over 100X in Canadian kids under 18. (article)

Artur Rehi — Ukraine update (13:44)

Ukraine air-war technical issues and history (46:14)

Nov 11/15/2022….  
FTX crypto collapse — lots of money went to politicians (8:44)  A+
Bellingcat is a website recommended by Meir Levi Investigative reporters.
Curiosity Stream, videos recommended by Meir Levi $20/year

Elon Musk formal Interview (56:45)  Elon wants, “Humanity to become a space-faring civilization”. Multi-planetary species. Life of consciousness not to be extinguished. Plans for Twitter. A++
Musk fires many Twitter employees. Lawsuits (7:01)
How disgruntled employees are screwing up Twitter (11:43).
Elon Musk: "Klaus Schwab Is LYING!!" (9:45)  Internationalists say, “You will own nothing and you will be happy.”
China stealing from Elon Musk's Tesla (20:44)  Self-driving software is the critical part.
Santa Clara County ballots found aside highway 17 (2:26)
Social Justice warriors seen by Heterodox Academy (1:12:02)
Ted Cruz campaigning in Georgia (5:14)
How California makes businesses illegal (short)  Hillary Clinton attacks Tulsi Gabbard (short)
Climate predictors struggling with unpredicted weather (11:27)  It’s time to get laid (1:10)
War news from Ukrainian channel (14:54)
Russian airstrikes killed 2000 cows (5:30)
Iranian kamikaze drones in Ukraine (11:44)
100 Russians, "How many languages do you speak?" (7:32)
The Extraordinary Redundancy of Spinning UFO Drones (9:12)  Ingenious!  Flies with 2 of 3 dead motors!
Climate change repair patchwork won’t work (6:28)  Jordan Peterson & Bjorn Lomborg
Cornell University, is it a monoculture? (2:29)
Electron microscope images (15:00)

Nov 11/13/2022…
White House labels Elon Musk a threat to national security (1:10)  Tucker explains (5:38)
Elon thinking (short)  Two rockets land simultaneously (short)  A view from one of the boosters.
Russians announce a major retreat (4:55)  I’d like to see that river become a truce line.
Ukrainian forces shower missiles on Russian troops fleeing Kherson (2:18)  Targeting crowds at the bridge ~800 dead
How war in Ukraine will end | Fiona Hill and Lex Fridman (10:16)  Both are Russian-speaking scholars.
NYT reveals FBI embedded in the Jan 6 riot (15:58)  NYT reveals what FOX has been revealing all along.
Senator Ted Cruz grills Homeland Secretary Mayorkas (10:19)  on the breakdown of our southern border.
What's wrong with Physics? | Sabine Hossenfelder (35:11).
The end of masculinity has been somewhat exaggerated (14:51).  Sabine Hossenfelder
A clump of rat brain cells connected to a circuit can play pong (7:25).
Self-organizing steel balls explain metal heat treatment (8:44)  Junk it if you run into a long advertisement.
The Lion Sleeps Tonight (3:40)
The Crawdad Song - The Petersens (3:48)
For turtle lovers (short)        More turtle fun (short)
Tony Heller says YouTube blocked him, now merely "shadow bans" him (1:50). Weather history vs climate theory
Mathematician claims the flu vaccine is worthless (article).

Nov 11/09/2022….
Elon Musk sleeps on factory floor (58:24) Cars, Twitter. Rockets. Goal: To preserve Human Consciousness! A++
Republicans vs FBI in the coming Congress (0:30) Ted Cruz. Jim Jordan versus FBI (0:30)
University systems are collapsing. Why? What to do? Rebuild it online (9:30). Jordan Peterson
Jordan Peterson at Hoover Institution (1:02:53) Canada 11min. Wokeness 12min. Thought=speech. Dostoyevsky
Breaking two-million views on Rumble Article by Ron Unz with Tulsi Gabbard. Has links to videos.
Historic CIA disinformation campaign reported by former agent (4:03) one generation back but still with us.
Glenn Greenwald: Democrats are trying to redefine 'free speech' (5:14)
"The Globalist Agenda" (8:51) The Repubs are as bad as the Dems, says this guy "MotivHolic".
An American Indian after two years in jail writes about racism there Two pages of text
Dozens of convicted criminals in rural Alaska have been hired as cops (best available) Anchorage Daily News
Ted Cruz versus FBI and NSA (8:58)
Ray Epps and FBI Involvement in Capitol Hill Riot (6:30) CBN news (Christian News) FOX (10:29)
Facebook hit with 822 election campaign finance violations: 'Largest Fine in US History' (10:58)
Portland sweeps huge homeless encampment to find 150 stolen cars live pigs and tons of garbage (16:42)
Sustainable agriculture while feeding the poor VERSUS a policy based on compulsion (10:17) Jordan Peterson
Restructuring the utilities of South Africa during the imminent collapse (32:51) Electricity, mines, water, railways
Dozens killed as U.S. armored vehicles attack Haiti fuel blockade (11:16) Give it to the criminals instead?
Joe Rogan: When did the left go super WOKE? What happened to the Left? & Censorship (7:54)
Groomer Schools, by James Lindsey (1:41:39) Some good ideas but “too many words.”

Nov 11/06/2022….
Victor David Hansen at Stanford's Hoover Institute Give him two minutes.
Moscovites, “Do you see others as equal to us?” (8:00)
Moscovites. “Don't you think you should finally start caring about politics?” (6:54).
The healthcare system is backed up A comic in a single-frame.
The meaning of pair bonding – Jordan Peterson explains why marriage is better than mere partnership (9:17).
Sailing “moths” (2:39) It looks like a sailboard up on stilts.
Fauci was forced to testify under oath (0:30) Soros chief prosecutor in FL expelled (0:30)
This link will be shadow banned (14:58) Yup, it is shadow banned (2:00) For shame, Google!
The multiverse, does it exist? Penrose, Kaku, and Hossenfelder 54-minute debate starts with a summary.
Artur Rehi was demonetized because he covers the war (4:36). Sad that YouTube is what it is.
Trump’s home was raided (0:30). What is Donald Trump saying these days? (0:30)
What are the consequences of winning: House, Senate, Presidency? (4:03) Trey Goudy
France demands Rumble to censor Russian news outlets, Rumble says NO (13:15) Jon emits test comment.

Nov 11/05/2022….
Obama calls for Negotiations with Putin (8:01) Jimmy Dore Show Claebrbout’s view of Biden/Putin
Dem Party Turns On Anti-War Democratic Primary Winner (12:49) Jimmy Dore Show (peacenik)
Election fraud prevention (11:48). what’s being done and by whom
Republican National Committee Sues GOOGLE for EMAIL CENSORSHIP (43:47)
Ask a Mortician makes a serious documentary. It’s Popular. Youtube blocks it! (8:08)
How we can build a better internet (45:00) Seeking a new net to make a new world with BlockChain (technical)
Artur Rehi, Europe will not freeze this winter (15:46) and many failures in Russia
“will to power” is not how civilization rises (6:51) by Jordan Peterson. He is right. A+
FBI Demands 66 YEARS Before Releasing Seth Rich Laptop Data!?! (21:20) It’s about Hillary’s laptop
Dangerous new laws in Canada by Jordan Peterson (6:51)
The real reason they can’t get rid of affirmative action (article) By Steve Sailer (politically incorrect)
Contemporary….
Why everyone should start an email newsletter (13:53)
E-trikes for elders (23:11)
Heat the person, not the room (8:29).
The tragic ’79 Fastnet sail boating disaster (13:24) My family and I were nearby.
Finding meaning in your life (10:27). Jordan Peterson
Supreme court & affirmative action (16:15) Opening speeches & questions. Interesting.

Nov 11/01/2022….
Social Media Kills the Internet Utopia (59:16) Razib Khan & Jonathan Haidt, a podcast, A+++ 
Crime cartels are taking over CA towns (24:09) Driving the locals out.
Food insecurity (starvation) coming soon (25:07) Jordan Peterson scary rant needs references.
The illusion of Russian and Chinese aggression is created by the deep state (5:51) Fmr. Pentagon
How we can and why we must fix the internet (46:41) Jonathan Haidt Aspen conference
FBI is stonewalling Congress (10:33) Congressman Matt Goetz
The red wave is coming, says Joe Rogan (7:57)
Republicans are being accused of Russian disinformation (12:11) Wisconsin Senator Ron Johnson
He left California because of a tax audit (short)
Will another million people leave California? (short)
Joe Rogan shows them going up to the top in government (6:50)
Methanol — the best fuel we’ve got (10:31)
Dried up Mississippi river in Tennessee (3:00)

You likely want SwingVotersCount2022 for the whole year.